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3-4m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

VR 3-4

A light mixer feeder designed for small dairy farms.
This is the smallest level mixer for TMR feeding
concepts.

6-8m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

Mixell 6-8

A small size mixer feeder with all the advantages of
medium sized mixer feeder. Designed for small dairy
farms

8-16m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

Mixell 8-16

Designed for optimal functionality and heavy duty
use in the most challenging operational dairy farms.
For the highest demand in quality and any size of
operation

10-18 m3 / 2 Mixing Augers

Titanium 10-18
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Twin auger trailer mixer feeder, especially designed
in thinner measurements to fit inside narrow and low
cowsheds in small and medium farms

Long Fiber Mixer
Mixell 8F-30F

8-30m3 / 1-2 Mixing Augers
Designed primarily when cutting round bales and
Long fiber materials
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16-50m3 / 2-3 Overlapping Mixing Augers

Mixell 16-50

The RMH twin or triple overlapping augers mixer is a
heavy duty machine designed to handle work in large
and huge dairy farms

26-32m3 / 2 Overlapping Mixing Augers

Magnum 26-32

Heavy duty long lasting trailer mixer feeder, designed
for large farms as well as for regional feeding centers

8-45m3 / 1-2-3 Mixing Augers

SM 8-45

For installation in feedings systems, feed centers and
biogas plants. All models are heavy duty machines
designed to work on large operations

18-24m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

VST 18-24

Versatile stationery mixer for turn-key feed centers
projects. All models are heavy duty machines
designed to work on very large operations for many
hours

30-50m3 / 2 Overlapping Mixing Augers

SW 30-50

Largest stationary mixer, tailor made for turn-key feed
centers projects. All models are heavy duty machines
designed to work on very large operations for many
hours

11-12m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

VS 11-12

Designed as a low cost, low, narrow and highly
maneuverable self-propelled mixer for small family
dairy farms with narrow access area and low barns
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13-15m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

Mixellfarm 13-15

Designed as economical medium size Self-Propelled
for small and medium family farms from 100 cows up
to 300 cows
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14-18m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

VSL 14-18

Designed as a heavy duty, medium size SelfPropelled mixer. Fit for medium and large dairy farms,
cooperatives, contractors and CUMA with up to 15
dairy farms. Fit for 400 cows and up to 1000 cows

18-22m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

VS 18-22

Designed as a heavy duty Self-Propelled mixer, for
large dairy farms or large feeding centers and bigger
plants for 800 cows and up to 1500 cows

22-24m3 / 1 Mixing Augers

Megamix 22-24

High standard heavy duty Self-Propelled SelfLoading mixer for fast and efficient work in large scale
operations such as big dairy farms or feeding centers

15-21m3 / 2 Overlapping Mixing Augers

Premium 15-21

Designed as advanced mechanical heavy duty
medium size Self-Propelled mixer, narrow, highly
maneuverable with 4WD and 4WS capabilities for
medium and large dairy farms with narrow access
area and low barns

26-30m3 / 2 Mixing Augers

Turbomix 26-30

The largest capacity Self-Propelled mixer, a heavy
duty machine for large dairy farms or large feeding
centers and bigger plants for 1500 cows.

14-18m3 / 1 Mixing Auger

Mixellium 14-18
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Designed as a heavy duty, sophisticated medium size
Self-Propelled mixer. For medium and large dairy
farms, cooperatives, contractors and CUMA with up
to 15 dairy farms. For 400 cows and up to 1000 cows

15-21m3 / 2 Overlapping Mixing Augers

Platinum 15-21
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Designed as heavy duty, computerized medium,
narrow with high maneuverability Self-Propelled for
medium and large dairy farms. From 120 cows up to
1000 cows with narrow access area and low barns

20-30m3 / 2 Overlapping Mixing Augers

Mixellent 20-30

Designed as a heavy duty fully computerized, large
and narrow mixer with high maneuverability for large
dairy farms, big contractors, big cooperatives & feed
centers.
For 800 cows and up to 2000 cows

Turn-Key Feed Center Project

Feed Centers

Including preliminary design, planning, installation
and commissioning

Available Capacity of 20m3- 30m3

Delivery Truck

Delivery trucks designed for transportation of ready
TMR feed from the feeding centers to the dairy farms

Feed control program

Control

Management

Service

Monitor the actual amount of feed loaded VS planned
as well as actual amount of feed unloaded VS planned
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The Company
World Expert for Catle Feeding, Feed Proccessing and Feed Management.

The Leading Technology

RMH Lachish Industries Co. Ltd. is an Israeli
company established in 1956 and has been
involved with developing and manufacturing
cattle feeding machinery and Total Mixed Ration
(TMR) feeding management technologies.
RMH is a pioneer in its field, at the spearhead
of cattle feeding machinery invention. In 1981,
RMH invented the world first self propelled self
loading mixer machine. All of RMH products are
developed and manufactured in the company
in Israel.

World Wide Expertise

RMH is a key player in the Israeli dairy farm
industry which is the highest yielding dairy
industry in the world for many years.
The company’s technology is based on
experience in dairy farms in Israel and worldwide. RMH’s products are being distributed all
over the world, in Europe, Asia, America, Africa
and Australia for small, medium and large dairy
farms, as well as all for feed centers, cattle
feeding contractors and cattle cooperatives.
Our mixers size range from 4m3 to 50m3 to
best fit our clients’ requirements.

Service Above all

RMH’s service philosophy is based on keeping
our spare parts and technical experts available
in every locality where RMH mixers operate.
Our local distributors are well trained equipped
to offer technical service on the spot where it’s
needed.
In addition, we keep in Israel a large warehouse
with spare parts and components to provide for
the stock of our distributors world-wide.
In the photo: warehouse of one of RMH’s
distributors in Europe, Stoevelaar Machinery.
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RMH’s Technology of Mixer Feeders
Beyond any expectation
Superior Feed Processing

All RMH mixers cut, mix and deliver the feed
the cow eats such as wet, dry, long and short
ingredients, round or square bales, powder,
grains etc.
Maintaining the nutritional value of and the
structure of all kinds of feed and cutting the long
fiber material at the right length (6-10 cm). The
feed ration reaches the highest homogeneous
standard.

Unparalleled Quality and Reliability
RMH mixers currently in use world wide have
accumulated more than 200 million working
hours in more than 40 countries.
Some of our operational machinery already
surpassed 25,000 working hours. In
comparison, a truck that drives 50km/h for
25,000 hours reach to 1,250,000km. It reflects
the robust and the reliability of RMH mixers.
RMH machines meet the following international
standards: CE, TUV, MINE and ISO 9002.

Leading in Research & Development
In the year 1981, RMH invented the world’s
first self propelled self loading mixer machine.
Since then, the company has been investing
significant amount of resources to develop
new methods, applications and improvements.
In the year 2008, RMH released the world’s
first fully computerized self propelled machine
(the patent pending Mixellent).
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RMH’s Business
Feed planning, processing, control and management.
Feed Ration Planning

RMH provides a package of feed ration
planning program which calculates the exact
quantities of every ingredient that each cow
will eat per day.
The program builds a diet plan, taking into
account the different nutritional requirements
of milking cows, dry cows, heifers, or fattening
cows at the lowest possible cost for the farmer
while considering the types of ingredients
(crops and feed) available around the dairy
farm

Feed Processing

RMH mixer feeders process all the feed
components while maintaining the nutritional
value and structure of wet, dry, long and short
materials.
RMH offers different processing machines,
trailers, stationary mixers, self propelled self
loading mixers and complete ration delivery
boxes.

Control

The feed controller (a package of software and
hardware) monitors the accuracy of the loading
process of feed material loaded into the mixer
and compares it to the feeding objectives
planned by the feed ration planning package
(Actual VS Planned loaded material into the
mixer).
In addition, the feed controller monitors
the actual feed delivered to the cows and
compares it to the initial feed planning (Actual
VS Planned feed delivered to the cows).

Feed Management

All the actual and planning data which was
gathered in the feed ration planning and the
feed controller is transferred to the feed
management software program (installed in
the dairy farm manager’s computer).
This data enables the farm manager to monitor
the feed stock of each material, calculate the
cost of the feed, measure the accuracy of the
feed ration as well as the amount of feed each
cow has been given every day, and much
more…
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RMH and the Israel’s Dairy Industry
A Story of Unprecedented Success
The Israeli Dairy Farm

The Israeli dairy sector consists of about
120,000 milking cows on about 900 dairy
farms.
All the Israeli cows are being fed by using
the most modern Israeli technologies of feed
planning, processing, control and management.
The average annual milk yield is about
12,000Kg per milking cow, with 3.20% of
protein, 3.60% of fat, the highest in the world
for many years.
All the Israeli cows are being fed by TMR
technology; more than 95% are RMH
customers.

The Dairy Farm Technology

The dairy farm sectors’ high level of
development is due to the close cooperation
and integration among scientists, extension
advisors, farmers and agriculture related
industries (RMH).
Those four elements have joined together to
promote advanced technology in the dairy
farm sector.
This cooperation is performed by Israeli
companies and going on for the last 50 years.

The Israeli Unique Feeding
System is Environmental Friendly

The Israeli feeding system makes use of
relatively high quantities of agro industrial
by products in cows’ diets, substituting
costly grains while in the same time reducing
the amount of roughage in the diet to a
minimum. This is easily achieved by using
TMR feeding systems.
About half of the Israeli cows are being fed
by TMR prepared in regional feed centers
and the second half by preparing the diet in
the local farm.
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RMH’s Software Feeding Concept
FEED
1

FEED
2

FEED
3

FEED
N

1

SAMPLING

2

EXAMING

3

UPDATING RESULTS
IN SOFTWARE A

4

LOADING ACCORDING
SOFTWARE A’S FORMULA

5

MONITOR THE DISCREPANCIES
IN LOADING BY SOFTWARE B

6

MONITOR THE DISCREPANCIES
IN UNLOADING BY SOFTWARE B

SOFTWARE A

FEED
N

CATTLE GROUP 1

FEED
2

FEED
1

CATTLE GROUP 2

CATTLE GROUP N

7

COLLECTING DATA FROM SOFTWARE A
AND SOFTWARE B INTO SOFTWARE C
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RMH’s concept of TMR Feed Ration Planning
Planning is Earning

Optimize Your
Ration Planning
Ration planning has one
comprehensive
ration
formulation
from
which
holds all data necessary to
define the needs, including
proportional
requirements
between nutrients and is
instantly
calculating
the
optimal solution after any
change to the definition.

Best Ration From
Available Feed
Any feed available to the
farmer which a cow eats
could be analyzed in the
ration planning program.
Industrial and agricultural
by- products are used as
raw materials that reduce
the feed cost in the dairy
farm.

Cost Effective
Ration Planning
Ration
planning
is
a
ration
formulation
program that uses the
Linear
Programming
mathematical engine to
find a solution to a list of
feeding needs which are
directed by the feeding
specialist and to find the
least cost of all possible
solutions.
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Software Package A
The Perfect Solution for Ration Planning in Cattle Farms
FEED
1

FEED
2

FEED
3

FEED
N

Samples of the feed found
around the dairy farm are
collected and sent to a
nutritionist’s lab.

The samples are analyzed
in the lab for their nutritional
values as well as their cost to
the dairy farm.

The values are inputted into a
computer program Software A
that provides the best ration
plan: the right nutritional value
at the lowest possible cost.
SOFTWARE

A
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RMH TMR Processing Machinery
Cutting Edge Technology

VERTICAL TRAILER MIXER FEEDERS

SELF - PROPELLED SELF - LOADING
MIXER FEEDERS

VERTICAL STATIONARY MIXER FEEDERS

DELIVERY TRUCKS
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Processing Cycle
Speed and Quality
Loading

Processing

Delivery

In every RMH mixer, standard weighing system is included
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RMH’s Processing Technology
Constant Quality Ration Over Time

RMH’s Mixing Augers Technology
The combination of mixing bin and mixing auger design provides optimum mixing rations, the right
length of long fiber material, optimum homogenous, smooth feed discharge and preserves the
nutritionist feed structure. The auger enables mixing small quantities as well as fully bin loads. The
mixing process is being done by relatively low energy consumption.

Single Mixing Auger

Overlapping Twin Mixing Augers

Overlapping Triple Mixing Augers
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RMH uses 3CR12 special stainless steel as basic material in
manufacturing mixing bins for more than 50 years-A pioneer in
using this materials in mixer feeders. This special material is:

Corrosion proof

Acid resistant

Bio gas

Extremely resistant to wear

There are many RMH feeder mixer bins manufactured from 3CR12 still working with the original bins
and have accumulated more than 25,000 working hours. We are using this special material in the
most crucial parts of the bin and other components of the machine
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RMH Feeder Mixer components made from 3CR12
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AUGER

DISCHARGE CONVEYOR

MIXING BIN

CHOPPER HOUSING
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RMH Trailer Mixer Feeders
Tailor Made to Your Farm
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The top quality and functionality consist of the following sub assemblies.
Gearbox

RMH uses the right mixing gearbox per
machine, these heavy duty planetary
gearboxes with helical bevel gears
are configured for continuous full load
operation. This beneficit guarantees a
long life cycle and performance as it is
designed for full load operation. RMH
uses heavy duty planetary gearboxes as
well as heavy duty two speed gearboxes
at the right torque.

Chassis

The highly optimized chassis with an
integrated, specially developed weighing
load cell which is resistant to tension and
very robust.
The load cells guarantee long term
precision weighing, even on uneven
ground and deliver exact rations according
to your planning.

Mixing Bin

The bin’s geometry and the mixing auger’s
geometry are perfectly adapted to provide
the optimum mixing quality at the shortest
cycle time and with minimum energy
consumption.
This outstanding performance is based on
more than 50 years of world wide mixing
experience.

Discharge conveyor

Even discharge of the feed in the troughs
enables each cow to receive the same
amount of feed, which is the basic idea of
feeding a group of cows.
In this case, the farmer increases the
average milk production of his herd.
The flat feed spread is achieved by a
combination of a cross conveyor, mixing
auger and bin.
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RMH
Trailer
Mixers
The mini range VR 3- 4

Available Capacity:
Single auger 3m3 to 4m3
Special attention was given to three key
practical aspects when developing the mixer:
Cost efficiency=Low cost machine
Low energy consumption which means
that the farmer needs a very small tractor
for operating the mixer (25HP) and a very
simple machine that needs minimum after
sales service.
Very compact machine with high
maneuverability that fits very narrow and
Low farms.
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RMH Single Auger

Mix it Easy

VR 3, 4

The optimal and affordable entry-level mixer for dairy farms operation
in the area of TMR feeding concept for increasing milk yield, reducing
feed costs and achieving healthy cows. One mixing load can prepare 10
to 30 milking cows’ rations.

Discharge

The discharge door is on the right or left side
of the mixer.

Special characteristics:
Weighing system comes as standard

Built low for easy loading and ideal for low
farm passages
Cardan shaft drive guarantees smooth
running and long durability
Mixing bin with 2 mechanical contra knives
for exact and fast mixing results
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RMH
Trailer
Mixers
The small range Mixell 6, 8

Available Capacity:
Single auger 6m3 to 8m3
The RMH small range is particularly designed
for use on limited spaces such as a small barn
that have limited passages headroom. The
machine is highly maneuverable and requires
a small tractor to operate the mixer. The
mixer has outstanding performance in round
bales cutting. This small range models were
designed as cost effective machines.
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RMH Single Auger Mixell

Compact and Economic

Mixell 6, 8

Maneuverable, easy to operate, efficient low energy consumption single
auger trailer mixer, with all the advantages of a larger one. One mixing
load can prepare 35 to 60 milking cows rations.

Special features:

Short chassis for exceptional maneuverability.

Some possible options:
Front or rear cross conveyor belt.

Low and narrow construction for barn
passage with low headroom.

Discharge doors on the right and left hand
side, with or without funnels

Unique tall auger which enables cutting and
mixing round bales.

Additional foldable conveyor belt for especially
high troughs.

More knives per mixing auger.

Special RMH controller on the mixer.

Cardan shaft drive for smooth running and
long durability.
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RMH
Trailer
Mixers
The Medium Range

Available Capacity:
Single auger 8m3 to 16m3
The RMH medium range is designed as a
heavy duty long lasting trailer suited for use in
limited spaces, such as low barn passages.
This mixer feeder is easy to operate and
extremely user friendly.
The medium range mixers are highly
maneuverable and costs effective mixers.
Many options are available to meet customer’s
needs.
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RMH Single Auger Mixell

The Classic Vertical Mixer

Mixell 8-16

Heavy duty long lasting trailer mixer feeder designed for medium size
farms. One mixing load can prepare 60 to 110 milking cows’ rations.

Special features:

Short chassis for exceptional maneuverability.

Some possible options:
Front or rear cross conveyor belt.

Low and narrow construction for barn
passage with low headroom.

Discharge doors on the right and left hand
side, with or without funnels

Unique tall auger which enables cutting and
mixing round bales.

Additional foldable conveyor belt for especially
high troughs.

More knives per mixing auger.

Special RMH controller on the mixer.

Cardan shaft drive for smooth running and
long durability.
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RMH
Trailer
Mixers
The Narrow Range: Titanium 10-18

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 10m3 to 18m3
The Titanium is twin auger trailer mixer feeder,
especially designed in thinner measurements
to fit inside narrow and low cowsheds in small
and medium farms. Although its volume is
large, the Titanium is as narrow as 2 meters
wide, a big advantage for farm owners who
work under substantial space limitations.
The Titanium is very maneuverable for its
volume. It has outstanding mixing performance
opening, cutting and mixing large round and
square bales to the highest homogenous level
on shorter mixing cycle time.
The Titanium is durable, reliable and effective
mixer. The available volumes are 10 to 18 m3
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RMH Twin Auger Titanium Family

As Narrow as It Gets

Titanium 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

Especially narrow and durable trailer mixer feeder designed for medium
size farms. One mixing load can prepare 70 to 130 milking cows’ rations

EASILY FIT INSIDE A CONTAINER

OPTIONAL VITAMINS AND MINERALS FUNNEL

SUPER NARROW TRAILER

SUPERIOR MIXING CAPABILITY

Special features:

Shortened chassis and slim mixing bin to fit in
low and narrow cowsheds.

Some possible options:
Programmable weighing system.

Could fit inside a container for reduced
shipment cost.

Additional
locations.

Twin augers for enhanced cutting and mixing
efficiency.

Wider discharge doors for faster discharge.

More knives per mixing auger.

discharge

doors

on

various

RMH feed management controller

Shorter mixing cycle.
Enhanced maneuverability
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RMH Long Fiber Mixell F
The Ultimate TMR Mixer for Round & Square Bales

Available Capacity:
Single or twin Auger 8m3 to 30m3
The heavy duty F family has a special design
to be able to cut and mix big quantities of long
fiber materials, round or square bales. There
is a special auger design. The augers are not
overlapping.
There is a special bin design to prevent the
light long fiber material to overflow the bin.
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RMH Long Fiber Mixell F

Mixell F 8-30

Solution for every Type of Feed

Special features:

The special fiber auger is designed with
aggressive cutting knives positioned to
enable fast cutting of round bales and big
quantities of fiber material.
The special top bin design prevents the long
fiber materials from over floating the bin.
Very large discharge door for smooth
discharge.
The two mixing augers are separate from one
another for fast cutting of round bales and big
quantities of long fiber material.
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RMH Twin Auger Mixell
Designed to Operate in large dairy farms and feed centers

Available Capacity:
Twin or triple Auger 16m3 to 50m3
Heavy duty, long lasting trailer mixer feeder
designed for medium and large farms as well
as for regional feeding centers. This family
has excellent mixing ability of round bales,
long fiber material and all kinds of food that
the cow eats.
On the mixers there are two overlapping
mixing augers - a unique feature of RMH
mixers – through this feature, we reach high
homogenous mixtures and the desired long
fiber material length of 6-10cm.
In addition, mixing cycle is shorter. This mixer
has a large number of available options to
meet the customer’s needs. Available in sizes
starting from 16m3 to 50m3. It is possible to
add a RMH unique feed control management
system for high improvement of the feed
management and achieve savings in the
feed costs.
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RMH Twin Auger Mixell
Triple Mixell 35, 40, 45, 50
Twin Mixell 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30

Big Advantage For Your Future
Twin or triple auger heavy duty long lasting trailer mixer feeder designed
for medium and large farms as well as for regional feeding centers. One
mixing load can prepare 110 to 350 milking cows’ rations

Special features:

Uniform homogenous mixing every time.

Some possible options:
Various lengths of folding elevator.

Unique tall auger design with more knives
per auger.

Discharge door in the front, rear or 2 doors in
the right or left hand side.

Overlapping auger configuration.

Chain/Slat conveyor.

Spring tandem axle 24m3 and above.

Choice of programmable weighing system.

2 speed gearbox as standard.

Spring tandem axle 16m3-22m3.

Robust chassis.

Steering axle.

Clear and accurate weighing system.

RMH feed management controller.
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RMH Twin Auger Magnum Family
The Heavy Duty Range: Magnum 26-32

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 26m3 to 32m3
Heavy duty long lasting trailer mixer feeder,
designed for large farms as well as for regional
feeding centers.
The Magnum is best suited for heavy duty work
for many years. Newly released to the market
of 2012, the Magnum is based on a wider
bin compare to all other RMH trailer mixers.
The magnum is assembled by highly durable
components, its chassis designed for long
distance drive. It’s special mixing bin design
enable very short mixing cycle time, high
homogeneity and processing fiber material
length to 6-10cm which is the optimum length
for milking cows
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RMH Twin Auger Magnum Family Magnum 26, 28, 30, 32

Strong and Durable

Twin auger heavy duty long lasting trailer mixer feeder designed for
medium and large farms as well as for regional feeding centers. One
mixing load can prepare 180 to 220 milking cows’ rations.

EXTRA
WIDE
DOOR,
DISCHARGE CAPABILITIES

FAST

OPTIONAL MAGNETS INSTALLED
INSIDE THE MIXING AUGERS

Special features:

Heavy duty trailer mixer for large dairy farms
or regional feeding centers.
Rear axle is steering.
2 speed gearbox as standard.
Discharge doors are available in the front,
rear and at the side.
Very wide rear discharge door to allow very
quick discharge.

FOR LONG DISTANCE DRIVE

REINFORCED CHASSIS

Some possible options:
Various lengths of folding elevator.

Discharge door in the front, rear or 2 doors in
the right or left hand side.
Choice of programmable weighing system.
RMH feed management controller

Reinforced chassis designed for long
distance drive
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RMH Static Mixer Feeder Family
The Simplicity of Our Durable Technology

Stationary SM Family 8-45m3
Stationary VST Family 18-24m3
Stationary SW Family 30-50m3
RMH’s Static Mixer feeders have one, two or
three augers, operated by an electrical motor
with volume starting from 8m3 up to 50m3. The
mixers include a sophisticated control system
which enables to suit the mixer as per the
customer’s requirements. The mixer can mix
all kinds of TMR that the cow can eat including
the round bales.
Power and control unit (electrical motor,
reduction gear, frequency exchanger, control
unit) could be installed on the static mixer itself;
It is possible to install the power and control
unit at the control room separately. Each
static mixer has the option of having installed
a unique RMH feed control system that can
suit small, medium and large dairy farms and
also for regional feeding centers that prepare
thousands of rations daily.
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RMH Static Mixer Feeder SM Family
Plug & Mix – Easy Installation

Available Capacity:
Single Auger 8m3 to 16m3
Twin Auger 16m3 to 30m3
Triple Auger 35m3 to 45m3
RMH Stationary mixer feeder systems are
designed for wide applications, small, medium
or large dairy farms, feed centers.
RMH small and medium size (SM) Stationary
System are designed in such a way that all
necessary components needed to operate the
mixer are mounted on one chassis. No special
installation is required in the field. Connect the
electrical power and start working.
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RMH SM Family

Single Auger SM 8, 10, 12, 14, 16
Twin Auger SM 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30
Triple Auger SM 35, 40, 45

User Friendly and Safe
More than 40 years of proven experience in small, medium and large
dairy farms and feed centers. One mixing load can prepare 60 to 315
milking cows’ rations.

RELIABLE
GEAR
TRANSMISSION

HIGHLY
DEVELOPED

SAFETY
OPERATION

HIGH
EFFICIENCY
PROCESSING

Special features:

Plug and work configuration. All the required
components are already installed on the
machine for easy installment.
Synchronized scale head to Plc Cabinet.

Some possible options:

Multifunctional machine- Preparation for
automatic feeding system, trolley, belt feeding.
Tailor-Made machine-Cabinet and doors
positions Right hand or Left Hand.

Strict safety standards- all the control system
24V DC, 3 emergency stop switches warning
lights.

Management software.

Low energy consumption.

Power unit.

High level efficiency motors.

Elevator options to feed all trailers and lorries.

Friendly operations machine.

Reliable gear transmission.

Automatic and manual modes.

Highly developed.

Can chop all large bales. Efficient mix –
clamp or bale silage. Mixes blends and chops
root crops.

Safety operation.

Folding discharge Conveyor.

High efficiency processing.

Overlapping Auger design (twin and triple
Augers models).
Optimum knife position.
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RMH Static Mixer Feeder VST Family
Tailor Made to Your Feeding Center

Available Capacity:
Single Auger 18 to 24m3
RMH large size VST Stationary mixers are
designed as heavy duty machines for big
operations as large dairy farms or feed centers.
The VST family is the most popular machine of
most of the large feeding centers in Israel and
world wide.
The VST is complimentary machine for large
scale feeding centers that have several
stationary mixers of 2 or 3 auger mixers to mix
big quantities and one or more VST mixers of
one auger for smaller quantities and premix
work.
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RMH VST Family

Strong and Flexible

VST 18, 20, 22, 24

Single auger long lasting stationary mixer feeder, especially designed
for heavy duty work in large dairy farms and feeding centers. One mixing
load can prepare 130 to 170 milking cows ration.
ADAPTABLE
POWER UNIT

MODULAR
ELECTICITY
CABIN

OPTIONAL
MAGNETS

VARIOUS
DISCHARGE
OPTIONS

Special features:

All system components are designed and
selected as heavy duty, bin, mixing augers,
gearboxes, chassis, weighing system,
controllers etc.
Wide discharge doors for easy
andfast discharge.
Tailor made control system.
Including
sophisticated
control
management software packages.

and

The machine can cut and mix all kind of feed
that a cow eats.
The unique auger design and full width
auger base ensure that each mix is produced
quickly and efficiently.

Some possible options:
All bins are 2.9 meter wide.

Mixing bin made from stainless steel 3CR12.
Special mixing augers protected by stainless
steel 3CR12.
Discharge door is available on the Right hand
side or Left hand side, in the Front, in the
Rear, or several doors.
RMH can produce a variety of extended
conveyor systems that can be fixed into place
on site to deliver the feed into box or truck.
One electrical motor to operate the mixer.
Heavy duty bin made from 3CR12
Heavy duty auger, protected by 3CR12
Discharge elevator.
Control system.
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RMH Static Mixer Feeder SW Family
Large capacity at your disposal

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 30m3 to 50m3
RMH largest size Stationary mixers are the SW
family, designed as heavy duty machines for big
operations as huge dairy farms or feed centers.
This Family is based on the bin width of 2.4
m at the bottom and made of the most robust
materials and components.
The SW Family Stationary Mixers are installed
in many feed centers in Israel and abroad and
are the backbone of the largest feeding centers
in the world.
This family has accumulated huge amount of
successful operational hours in the field
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RMH VST Family

SW 30, 35, 40, 45, 50

For Industrial Feed Production

Twin auger heavy-duty long lasting stationary mixer feeder, especially
designed for heavy duty work in large dairy farms and feeding centers.
One mixing load can prepare 210 to 350 milking cows ration

ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS

EXTREMELY HEAVY-DUTY MACHINE

HIGH PRODUCTION CAPACITIES

VERSATILE POWER UNIT

Special features:

Some possible options:

All system components are designed and selected as
heavy duty, bin, mixing augers, gearboxes, chassis,
weighing system, controllers etc.

A bin can be based on 2.4 meter or 2.90 meter wide,
which means a higher or a lower machine for the save
volume

Wide discharge doors for easy and fast discharge.

Mixing bin made from stainless steel 3CR12.
Special mixing augers protected by stainless steel
3CR12.

Tailor made control system.
Including sophisticated
software packages.

control

and

management

The machine can cut and mix all kind of feed that a cow
eats.
The unique auger design and full width auger base
ensure that each mix is produced quickly and efficiently

Discharge door is available on the Right hand side or
Left hand side, in the Front, in the Rear, or several doors.
RMH can produce a variety of extended conveyor
systems that can be fixed into place on site to deliver the
feed into box or truck.
One electrical motor to operate the mixer, or one
electrical motor per every mixing auger.
Heavy duty bin made from 3CR12
Heavy duty augers made protected by 3CR12
Discharge elevator.
Control system.
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RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder
When Innovation and Nature Combine
RMH- World Pioneer in Self Propelled Mixer Feeder Technology
In 1981 RMH Israel invented the first Self-Propelled Self-Loading Mixer
feeder concept.
The world’s first
invented in 1981

Self-Propelled

Mixer

The world’s first fully computerized
Self-Propelled Mixer, developed in 2008

What does a feeding cycle include?
Loading system
Mixer feeder
Delivery system

A self propelled mixer performs the
entire feeding cycle by one machine
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RMH Self Propelled Self Loading Mixer Feeder

Why would the cow prefer TMR feed
processed by RMH Self-Propelled Mixer?

Accurate Feed Ration

Right Length of Long Fiber Materials

Maximum Homogenous Ration

Fluffy Ration
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Why does the dairy farm owner / manager invest in RMH Self ?
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Reduced load error – about 1% accuracy
decrease waste of material = money

Reduce feed waste, material that falls on the
ground, “ goes with the wind”, falls over the
side of the trailer or static machine

Reduced silage spoilage

Reduce fuel. One engine instead of two with
a trailer

Reduce feeding time. Reduce labor costs

The pay pack period of RMH Self
Propelled can vary from less than one
year up to maximum 2 years.

Why will the farm worker, machine operator buy a RMH Self ?

Comfort, RMH Self Propelled mixer feeder
enables the operator to work a long day in a
very human engineered designed cabin in
a convenient environment. With RMH Self
Propelled mixer, less mistakes are being made
in a more accurate work.

A quiet machine, very minimal noise in the
cabin.

Very comfortable on the road and in the farm.

easy to operate, to clean, Easy access to the
engine and all other hydraulic componnets.
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RMH Mechanized Self-propelled Mixer Feeder
VS 11-12 A Cost Effective Machine for the Small Dairy Farm- Small Operation

Available Capacity:
Single auger 11m3 or 12m3
A Self Propelled mixer for small dairy farms.
VS 11-12 – A compact, narrow, small and low
machine as well as cost effective. It has a
superb steering ability through back steering.
The mixer has an ECM (Energy Consumption
Management) system for saving diesel fuel.
It also contains a cabin with advanced human
engineering design. Furthermore, since the
engine is installed in the rear, the noise is
low, the operator can comfortably operate the
machine for a long number of hours. The mixer
structure enables easy access for maintenance
to all of the mixer´s components.
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RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder
Swift and Maneuverable
Highly maneuverable compact self propelled self loading mixer feeder,
especially designed for work in narrow and low spaces. One mixing load
can prepare 85 to 90 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 11- 12 m3

Driving Speed : 25 km/h

Engine : Deutz 118 H.P

Rear wheel steering- high maneuverability

Hydraulic system : Rexroth and Sauer

Compact size

Rear steering axle

Human engineering design cabin

Mixing bin: Made from 3CR12
stainless steel

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

rear wheel steering- high maneuverability

compact size

human engineering design cabin

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. a quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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RMH Mechanized Self-propelled Mixer Feeder

Mixellfarm Family Best companion for the Small Family Farm

Available Capacity:
Single auger 13m3 to 15 m3
An economical Self Propelled mixer feeder,
designed especially for small and medium
dairy farms with space limitations. The feeder
is available only in sizes 13m3, 15m3.
The engine is mounted on the back of the
machine which substantially reduces the noise
in the cabin and thus enables comfortable
operation for a number of hours. The mixer
allows easy access to the machine’s systems
for easy maintenance.
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RMH Self-propelled Mixer

Suitable for your Budget

Mixellfarm 13, 15

Cost efficient self propelled self loading mixer, suitable for work in small
and medium dairy farms with space limitations. One mixing load can
prepare 100 to 115 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 13, 15m3

Front wheel steering

Engine : Iveco 125 HP

Modern design

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth

Human engineering design cabin

Front steering axle

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

Driving Speed : 25 km/h

Front wheel steering

Modern design

human engineering design cabin

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. a quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Medium Size Mechanized Self Propelled Mixers VSL Family
The right Self for a medium size operation!
Available Capacity:
Single auger 14m3 to 18m3
A Self Propelled Mixer feeder manufactured
and designed for heavy duty work, long
durance operation and long distances for
medium size dairy farms, cooperatives,
contractors and CUMA.
Driving speed: 25 Km/h for a family dairy
farm, 40 Km/h for cooperatives , contractors
and CUMA.
Cost effective Self Propelled Mixer with a
special controller for fuel saving.
The machine is available at 14m3, 16m3, 18m3,
suitable also for contractors that prepare
food for a number of dairy farms and need to
travel dozens of km every day. With the use
of its front chopper, it is possible to load all
types of TMR that the cow eats and mainly to
rapidly load all types of round bales.
This mixer with the use of the auger can
chop down to the desirable size long fiber
material 6-10 cm long and reach optimal
homogeneity. It is possible to mix small
quantities and reach good quality results
similar to large quantity mixtures. The engine
is mounted on the back of the machine which
substantially reduces the noise in the cabin
and thus enables comfortable operation for a
number of hours. The machine enables easy
access to the machine’s systems for easy
maintenance.
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RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder

Simplicity and Reliability

VSL 14, 16, 18

Cost efficient self propelled self loading mixer, suitable for heavy
duty work and long durance operation for a medium size dairy farm,
cooperative, contractors and CUMA. One mixing load can prepare 110
to 140 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 14, 16, 18m3

Low energy consumption

Engine : Deutz 208HP

Advanced and fast loading capability

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth

Heavy duty chassis design

Front steering axle

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

Driving Speed : 25km/h/ 40km/h

low energy consumption

advanced and fast loading capability

heavy duty chassis design

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Heavy Duty Mechanized Self Propelled Mixers VS 18, 20, 22

Large Self Propelled Mixer for Intensive Routine

Available Capacity:
Single auger 18m3 to 22m3
A Self Propelled Mixer Feeder which was
manufactured and designed as a heavy duty
and enduring machine for feeding centers or
large dairy farms.
The machine is available at 18m3, 20m3,
22m3. Machine has a high and quick loading
capacity, an ECM system for reduction of
energy. With the use of its front chopper, it is
possible to load all types of materials that the
cow eats and mainly to rapidly load all types
of round bales.
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This mixer with the use of the auger can chop down
to the desirable size long fiber materials 6-10 cm long
and reach optimal homogeneity. It is possible to mix
small quantities and reach good quality results similar
to large quantity mixtures. The motor is mounted on
the back of the machine which substantially reduces
the noise in the cabin and thus enables comfortable
operation for a number of hours. The machine
enables easy access to the machine’s systems for
easy maintenance.

RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder

Durability and Endurance

VS 18, 20, 22

Heavy duty long lasting self propelled self loading mixer, suitable for
work in large dairy farms or feeding centers. One mixing load can
prepare 140 to 170 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 18, 20, 22m3

Heavy duty single auger processing

Engine : Deutz 208 HP

Strength and durability

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth,
Sauer Danfoss
Front steering axle

ECM system for energy reduction

Driving Speed : 40km/h

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

heavy duty single auger processing

strength and durability

ECM system for energy reduction

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Heavy Duty Self Propelled Mixers

Megamix 22-24

Fast and Large Self Propelled Mixer for higher efficiency

Available Capacity:
Single auger 22m3 and 24m3
An upgraded version of the VS 18-22, the
Megamix is a Self Propelled Mixer feeder of
high volume which produces high quality feed
with minimum time. The Megamix is designed
for heavy duty work at large feeding centers
and mega dairy farms. The Megamix improved
loading system enables fast loading speed of
more than 3 tons of silage per minute, loading
and mixing of over 8.5 tons of TMR feed in 15
minutes. The mixing is quick, efficient, precise
and homogenous, preserving the nutritional
value of any fiber materials.
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The Megamix is a high standard machine, assembled
with high quality components. The mixing bin one
meter from the floor surrounding is made of 3CR12
stainless steel 8mm thick and solid floor 20mm thick.
The front spiral chopper and its housing is made of
3CR12 as well. The Megamix is installed with an
ECMTM system, an automatic power distribution
system prioritizing between the chopping, mixing,
driving and discharging actions.

RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder

Megamix 22-24

Heavy Duty Strong Machine

High standard heavy duty self propelled self loading mixer for efficient work in
large scale operations such as big dairy farms or feeding centers. One mixing load
can prepare 170 to 190 milking cow rations

Volume: 22, 24, 21m3

Heavy duty components

Engine : Deutz 208 HP

Fast loading system

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth Sauer
Front steering axle

ECM system for energy reduction

Driving Speed : 30km/h

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

Durable and reliable for long hours of daily work

Fast loading capabilities through modified
loading elevator and chopper

ECM system for energy reduction

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Medium Size Heavy Duty Self Propelled Mixers

Premium Family

Maneuverable Mixer Designed for Narrow and Low Barns

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 15m3 and 21m3
The Premium is a mechanical long lasting
self-propelled self-loading mixer feeder
with 2 mixing augers designed mainly for
narrow and short dairy farms but can also
be used in medium to large dairy farms, for
feed contractors which need to drive long
distances per day. The machine is available at
15m3, 17m3, 19m3 and 21m3. The mixer has
great maneuvering capabilities with 4 wheel
steering. Ability to cut all kinds of cattle feed
and to mix with optimal homogeneity. Includes
ECM system for lower consumption of energy.
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Enables choosing priorities between consumers of
energy loading, mixing and driving. The machine has
4 wheel steering and 4 wheel drive capabilities. The
engine is mounted on the back of the machine which
substantially reduces the noise in the cabin and thus
enables comfortable operation for a number of hours.
The mixer allows easy access to the machine’s
engine for easy maintenance.

RMH Self-propelled Mixer Feeder Premium 15, 17, 19, 21

Advanced Mechanical Machine

Twin auger longlasting Self-Propelled self loading mixer feeder. Designed as
advanced mechanical medium size mixer, narrow, highly maneuverable with 4WD
and 4WS capabilities for medium and large dairy farms with narrow access area
and low barns. One mixing load can prepare 115 to 160 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 15, 17, 19, 21m3

Modern human engineering cabin

Engine : Deutz 175 HP

Mechanical 4 wheel steering

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth
and Sauer Danfoss
4 wheel steering
4 wheel drive

ECM energy consumption management
system

Driving Speed : 25km/h

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
little noise in the cabin.

Advanced suspension system for smooth drive.

Four wheel steering ability

Superior silage processing system.
Protects the nutritional value of the silage
and prevents silage oxidation and spoilage.

engine located in the rear-easy access to
engine for servicing. a quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin
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RMH Heavy Duty Mechanical
Self Propelled Mixers 		

Turbomix Family

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 20m3 to 30m3
The Turbomix is top-of-the-line self Propelled self
loading mixer. It’s a heavy duty long lasting machine
for big operations, feed centers and contractors.
The Turbomix has improved feed quality and waste
reducing processing method.
The Turbomix is energy efficient and highly reliable
machine, with a range of features which reduce
engine and pump wear and increase components´
life-time. Automatic transmission for more efficient
farm and on-road driving. Load sensing hydraulic
systems allow oil flow only when required. Diesel
engine operates at 1700 rpm. (less than today´s
regular 2200 rpm.) Computer controlled radiator
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cooling system automatically maintains optimum
engine and hydraulic oil temperatures.
All the main Turbomix structural components have
been designed, developed and checked using the
latest technology of finite element analysis. Main
machine components are all manufactured by wellknown manufactures - Deutz engine, Sauer Danfoss,
Rexroth hydraulics and Carraro Axles and braking
systems.
The Turbomix is a user friendly machine, with superb
human engineering, maximum operator efficiency
with elevated cabin for optimal visibility conditions.

RMH Heavy Duty Turbomix Self-propelled Mixer
Large, Efficient and Cost Effective

Turbomix 26, 28, 30

Twin auger heavy duty self propelled mixer feeder for big operations,
feed centers and contractors. One mixing load can prepare 200 to
230 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 26, 28, 30m3

Driving Speed : up to 40 km/h

Engine : Deutz 270 HP

Modern human engineering cabin

Hydraulic system : Sauer Danfoss-Rexroth

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

4 wheel steering / 4 wheel drive

modern human engineering cabin

4 wheel steering and drive

Overlapping 2 Mixing Augers

engine located in the rear- easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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The Advantages of Computerized Self Propelled Mixers
IMPROVED FEED QUALITY

Introducing advanced programmable variable
speed functionality to both chopper and dualmixing augers, Mixellent self maintains the
nutritional structure of the feed, and enables
long fiber material such as hay and straw to be
cut to optimum length by an automatic contra
knife system. In fact, with these features, we
actually enhance the nutritional value of the
final TMR.

IMPROVED MILK PRODUCTION – BETTER
HERD HEALTH
In addition, the feed accuracy attained by
automated ingredient management also
helps improve the quality and quantity of milk
production and the overall herd health, by
precise loading, according to pre-designed
nutritionally correct mixes.

A USER-FRIENDLY MACHINE

With the choice of fully automatic, fully manual
or any preferred mix-mode operation, the
easy-to-read user-interface displays all main
operating functions. These can be changed
simply by a single touch of the touch-screen
and supplies real-time feed-back of each
operating function; as such the Mixellent is a
truly user-friendly machine.

MAXIMUM OPERATOR EFFICIENCY

The cab’s ergonomic interior design enables
efficient operator performance even after long
and hard working hours. Dual front and rear
hydraulic suspension systems provide high
levels of comfort in both loaded and un-loaded
situations. Intelligent exterior design prevents
the accumulation of dust and dirt on the front
and side windshields.
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REDUCED WASTE 1

Thanks to the same computer controlled
variable speed function of the chopper, the
Mixellent can be pre-programmed to the needs
of specific feed ingredients, thus preventing
wasteful ´over-chopping´ to dust of valuable
materials.

REDUCED WASTE 2

With automated ingredient management
- where chopper and elevator operate in
conjunction with the weighing system and
specific pre-programmed ingredient weights the Mixellent increases the accuracy of each
load to avoid waste of expensive materials and
reduce overall feed costs.

AN ENERGY EFFICIENT MACHINE

The Computer control results in significantly
lower fuel consumption per operating hour,
(or one ton of feed) is achieved by: Preprogramming the diesel engine to operate at an
optimum 1700 rpm. Computerized prioritized
power distribution between chopping, mixing
and driving. Computer controlled load-sensing
hydraulic systems that maximize performance.

REDUCED FEEDING CYCLE TIME 1 –
IMPROVED LOADING
The Mixellent´s advanced design significantly
reduces loading time through the introduction
of: A new chopper design. A 30% wider elevator
(650 mm as compared to today´s 500 mm).
Automated chopper and belt speed geared
to the specific ingredients. Preprogrammed
mixing auger speeds (from 1-50 rpm.) for
specific ingredients.

EXTREMELY HIGH RELIABILITY & LOW
MAINTENANCE COSTS

REDUCED FEEDING CYCLE TIME 2 –
ENHANCED MANEUVERABILITY
With the choice of crab and round mode 4-wheel
steering, the Mixellent greatly improves the
machine´s ´around the farm´ maneuverability
- giving optimum operation in restricted areas
such as narrow and low barns.

The Mixellent introduces a range of features
which reduce engine and pump wear and
increase components´ life-time. Automatic
transmission for more efficient farm and onroad driving. Load sensing hydraulic systems
allow oil flow only when required. Diesel engine
operates at 1700 rpm. (less than today´s
regular 2200 rpm.) Computer controlled
radiator
cooling
system
automatically
maintains optimum engine and hydraulic oil
temperatures.
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Medium Size Heavy Duty Computerized
Self Propelled Mixers		

Mixellium Family

The Ideal Contractor and Cooperative Machine
Available Capacity:
Single auger 14m3 to 18m3

The Mixellium is an upgraded computerized
heavy duty long lasting self propelled self
loading mixer feeder of the VSL line. The
machine is available at 14m3, 16m3, 18m3.
Its speed is 25 km/h for medium or large
farms and 40km/h to fit for a contractor or a
cooperative.
In addition to the VSL- features, the Mixellium
is installed with a computerized system for
controlling the mixture process, maneuvering
and driving procedures. The mixer has a new
cabin with a computer screen that enables
easy operation of all the mixer’s functions.
A sophisticated loading system with the ability
to load the TMR in the fastest time and with the
most improved mixing quality. The Mixellium is
a modernly designed mixer with a computerized
system for economy energy consumption. The
fuel consumption in the Mixellium is about 12
liters per working hours. The feeding cycleloading, processing and discharge, is in
average about 15 to 20 minutes.
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The mixer is designed mainly for medium to
large dairy farms, for feed contractors which
prepare the TMR for a few dairy farms and
need to travel long distances, to cooperatives
that distribute the food to a number of farms
while driving many kilometers each day.
The engine is mounted on the back of the
machine which substantially reduces the noise
in the cabin and thus enables comfortable
operation for a significant number of hours.
The mixer has easy access to the machine’s
systems for easy maintenance.

RMH Heavy Duty Computerized Self-propelled Mixer

Modern, Fast and Economic

Mixellium 14, 16, 18

A heavy duty long lasting computerized Self propelled self loading
mixer feeder for medium and big dairy operations as well as for
contractors and cooperatives. One mixing load can prepare 110 to
140 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 14, 16, 18m3

Modern human engineering cabin

Engine : Deutz 208 HP

Computerized control

Hydraulic system : Bosch Rexroth,
Sauer Danfoss
Front steering axle

Heavy duty fast loading mechanism

Driving Speed : 25km/h/ 40km/h

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

modern human engineering cabin

computerized control

heavy duty fast loading mechanism

engine located in the rear- easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Medium Size Heavy Duty Computerized

Self Propelled Mixers 		
Platinum Family
Low, Narrow and Maneuverable Mixer for New and Existing Barns

Available Capacity:
Twin auger 15m3 to 21m3
The Platinum is a computerized heavy duty
long lasting self propelled self loading mixer
feeder with 2 mixing augers designed mainly
for narrow and short dairy farms but can also
be used in medium to large dairy farms, for
feed contractors which need to drive long
distances per day.
The machine is available at 15m3, 17m3, 19m3
and 21m3. The mixer has great maneuvering
capabilities with 4 wheel steering. Ability to cut
all kinds of cattle feed and to mix with optimal
homogeneity. Includes a computerized control
system for lower consumption of energy (up to
12 liters per a working hour). Enables choosing
priorities between consumers of energy
loading, mixing and driving. Computerized
control of the mixer components, computer
screen in the cabin.
The engine is mounted on the back of the
machine which substantially reduces the noise
in the cabin and thus enables comfortable
operation for a number of hours. The mixer
allows easy access to the machine’s engine
for easy maintenance.
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RMH Heavy Duty Computerized Self-propelled Mixer

Advanced and Versatile

Platinum 15, 17, 19, 21

Fully computerized twin auger heavy duty longlasting self propelled
self loading mixer feeder. Narrow machine dedicated for medium and
large operation with space limitations. One mixing load can prepare
115 to 160 milking cows’ rations.
Volume: 15, 17, 19m3

Modern human engineering cabin

Engine : Deutz 208 HP

Computerized control

Hydraulic system : Sauer Danfoss

Four wheel steering

4 wheel steering

Engine located in the rear- Easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.

Driving Speed : 25km/h/ 40km/h

modern human engineering cabin

computerized control

4 wheel steering

engine located in the rear- easy access to
engine for servicing. A quiet machine with
minimal noise in the cabin.
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Turn-key Solution for Feed Centers
World Wide Experience
RMH produces and offer a complete Turn-Key feeding center project
based on stationary, trailer or self propelled mixers:
TRAILER SOLUTION

STATIONARY SOLUTION

SELF-PROPELLED SOLUTION

RMH’s Turn-key Solution Includes:
Preliminary design and planning

commissioning

installation
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Turn-key Solution for Feed Centers
Success on Global Scale
RMH produces and offer a complete Turn-Key feeding center project
based on stationary, trailer or self propelled mixers:
A large feeding center can be based on one group of mixers like Stationary, Trailers or Self Propelled
or a combination of Stationary and Self Propelled machines.
All feeding centers in Israel were designed for RMH mixers and all of them are equipped with RMH
Mixer Feeders.
RMH has the experience in designing and supplying a turn key large scale feeding center, planning
the location of different feed materials, silage bankers, mixer feeders and delivery trucks, control
room & electricity.
All software and feed management controllers as well as assembly and commission of the complete
feeding centers.
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Delivery Truck

The Optimal Solution for TMR Feed Long Distance Delivery
Delivery Truck 20m3-30m3
Delivery trucks designed for transportation of
ready TMR from the feeding centers to the dairy
farms. The delivery truck is a sophisticated
distribution bin mounted on the commercial
truck. The bin is made of high quality resistant
material 3CR12 against corrosion, installed
with a hydraulic system which operates
a moving floor, discharge door, conveyor
discharge to both sides, to the left and right.
The energy source is the truck’s engine.
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The delivery truck has been used for thousands
of hours. It is possible to load two types of
ready feed with the capability of division and
separate distribution. We have delivery trucks
available in volume of 20 and 30m3.

Delivery Truck
Custom Made For your Feed Center
Delivery trucks designed for transportation of ready TMR from the
feeding centers to the dairy farms.
Available in volume of 20, 30m3
3CR 12 Stainless steel
Enhanced chassis design unique for every truck
Discharge mechanism
Sophisticated and reliable hydraulic system

3CR12 stainledd steel bin

unique chassis design for every truck

discharge mechanism

sophisticated and reliable hydraulic system
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Control over TMR Feed Processing
For Maximum TMR Accuracy
Feeding Controller Program

Installed inside the Computerized Feeding
Controller, the feeding Controller is assembled
onto a feed-truck, a mixer-wagon or a selfpropelled, and is connected to its scale
indicator.
The goal of Feeding Controller is, to have a
better control, on the most expensive element
at the dairy farming business.
The controller is the most effective management
tool in order to achieve TMR ration accuracy.

Control
and

Over
the
Unloading

Loading
Process

The controller controls all the amounts of feed
loaded into the Mixer-Feeder and unloaded in
the cowshed. The recorded data substantially
assist to eliminate wastage resulting from
discrepancies between planned and actual
feed loaded into the machine. Since providing
an accurate daily ration is one of the most
crucial factors to increase milk yields, the
control system is necessary to ensure the
quality of your ration and the stability of high
milk yields over time.

TheLatestWordonReal-TimeMonitoring

Specialized in feed control, RMH has developed the
most advanced controller in the industry, the RMH
Feeder. The RMH Feeder is the newest technology
based on our vast experience in the field integrated with
the most sophisticated computerized system.
The result is a computerized hardware with high
reliability and flexibility, equipped with 10.4” color touch
screen that support any foreign language. The system
has TCP/IP protocol and wireless communication,
providing real-time data transfer solution throughout the
day. The controller is user friendly and comprehensive,
new versions could be updated easily.
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Software Package B

Complete Control over the Entire Feed Processing in Cattle Farms

The operator loads the feed
ingredients into the mixer
according to the ration plan
dictated by Software A.
For every feed ingredient, a
second
program,
Software
B monitors the actual amount
loaded VS the amount previously
planned.

SOFTWARE

A

In case of inconsistencies,
Software B will adjust the ration
of the following day accordingly
in order to reach the nutritional
objectives.

After the feed was mixed
homogeneously and is ready
to be served, the operator can
drive through the dairy farm and
distribute the feed between the
different cow groups. Software
B monitors the actual amount
distributed VS the amount
previously planned.
In case of inconsistencies,
Software B will adjust the ration
of the following day accordingly
in order to reach the nutritional
objectives.

FEED
2

FEED
N

FEED
1

SOFTWARE

B

MILKING COWS GROUP 1

MILKING COWS GROUP 2

MILKING COWS GROUP N
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RMH’s concept of TMR Feed Management
Complete Information Solution in Your Hands

Managing Your Operators

One of the benefits of using the Feeding
Management software is better management
of the feeding process, supervising the farm’s
staff.

Real Time Data Management

All the daily data from the actual feeding is being
transferred to the farm manager’s computer
and saved on the Feeding Management (FM)
software.
Through the Feeding Management software,
we can build our different rations, to be
transferred to the Feeding Controller. We
also receive the done wagons, (Mixes),
from the Feeding Controllers, to the Feeding
Management for further analysis.

Managing Your Feed Inventory

By providing in depth statistical analysis
and reports of data download to PC, the
farm manager can reduce the feed cost by
increasing the use of less expensive materials,
decide when to order and how much of each
material.
This software package provides similar data as
of inventory software in a factory.
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Software Package C
Managing Every Aspect of Feeding in Cattle Farms

FEED
2

FEED
N

FEED
1

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE

B

A

After all the feed was delivered, all
the data related to today’s feeding,
i.e. the ration plan, the actual amount
of feed loaded and the actual amount
of feed distributed according to the
different groups are being saved at
Software C.
Located at the farm manager’s PC,
Software C collects all the info and
gives the farm manager the best
tool to analyze, control and manage
the dairy farm’s feeding necessities,
stock.
Our experience shows that
using our 3 software can:
Reduce the operators’
during their routine work.

errors

SOFTWARE

C

Increase the accuracy of the ration,
result in higher quality feed and
increased milk yields.
Reduce feed wastage during
loading, processing and unloading.
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RMH’s After-Sale Service
The Key For Successful TMR Feeding
After sales Service – RMH

RMH’s after sales service is devoted to provide
quick and professional replies and to keep
a large inventory of spare parts at Lachish
Industries and at our dealers’ warehouses in
order to sincerely serve the customer. We will
do the outmost to make sure that the mixers
work and that the farmers will receive the best
service.

RMH’s main service principles

The first principle is to provide Lachish’s
customers with a quick answer for any technical
problem and to provide answers to all questions
asked in a reliable, professional and courteous
manner – excellent customer service!!
The Lachish Industry’s service team’s objective
is to provide professional and high quality
service to our customers taking into account the
customer’s needs and expectations.

We undertake to:

Answer quickly and effectively to any
appeal to our service department
To ensure maximum efficiency and
provide customers with all of the required
technical material
Disclose reliable and verified information
to our customers.
To provide all our support to our dealers
accompanied by our technicians anywhere
in the world.
To learn a lesson from every reference
received and to constantly improve our
mixer feeders.
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After Sales Service Principle
Based on many years of world experience, we consider the after sales service as the most important
need for our customers.
A human being can’t design and build a machine that will never have any breakdown. So if there is
a breakdown how, RMH is going to handle it.
First principle : RMH pays a lot of attention to
designing and building the machines with the
use of high quality material and components
manufactured by international companies
which have a world wide presence and
distribution such as Duetz, Sauer-Danfoss,
Bosch Rexroth, SOM and Regianna. Most of
their components are being available in each
country by their local dealers.

Second Principle : All of RMH machines
are designed on utilizing not more than 90%
of maximum components physical limit using
a significant safety coefficient to avoid the
machine working above the component limit.

Third Principle : We pay a lot of attention to
preventive maintenance. Every machine is
delivered with a service book which explains in
details on how to maintain the machine.

Fourth Principle : Our global sales are being
conducted by local distributors and dealers
who were trained by RMH and maintain all of
the basic spare parts in their inventory.
In each country we have a designated expert
to analyze and fix any breakdown.
Our local distributors have also an open line to
RMH experts in Israel.
Fifth Principle : RMH keeps in different world
locations warehouses with spare parts. There
are spare parts in France, Netherlands, U.S.A,
China, Russia, Australia and more.

In the photo: warehouse of one of RMH’s
distributors in Europe, HCP Nordic.
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LACHISH INDUSTRIES LTD.

Email : sales@lachish.com

www.rmhmixer.com

